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most revolutionary of all doctrines, because it is the very principle
of all progress which finds the roots of the future in the present.

The last part of Dr. Pfleiderer's book is directed to the history
of the rationalising movement in England, from the time of
Coleridge; and it is somewhat curious that the first attempt to
give such a history should be made by a German writer. In
this part of his work Dr. Pfleiderer is on less familiar ground,
yet it is wonderful how well he has been able to take his
bearings in the new region. Accustomed to the more systematic
habits of German thought, he has sometimes brought to writers
like Seeley and Arnold, and even to Carlyle, the demand for a
more definite and thoroughly developed theory than they can
supply; and his estimate of their power is somewhat unduly
depressed by the nature of the standard he applies to them. At
the same time he has produced an interesting and instructive
sketch of the general movement, and his characterisation of the
many individual writers is luminous and suggestive. I may
refer specially to his remarks upon Newman and Maurice.

EDWAED CAIBD.

Tlie Scope and Method of Political Economy. By JOHN NEVILLE
KEYNEB, M.A., University Lecturer in Moral Science and
late Fellow of Pembroke College in the University of
Cambridge, &c. London : Macmillan & Co., 1891. Pp. xiv.,
359.

It may sometimes happen to a reviewer to meet with a book
with which he finds himself in entire agreement. Whether such
an occurrence will be altogether joyful is a question of some
delicacy. There is something not unpleasing in the errors of
our allies. We like to point out to them the better way ; and
our personal identity seems to demand some difference of opinion
about it. Besides, that a book should deserve unmitigated praise
is improbable a priori, and a cultivated literary taste rejects every
kind of monotony. However, for the present reviewer such an
hour of acquiescence has arrived.

Hitherto the fullest and best-known treatise upon the scien-
tific character of Political Economy has been Cairnes's. It is
true that this work added little except illustrations to the view
presented by Mill in his Unsettled Questions and in the sixth
book of his Logic. But the illustrations were so telling, the
style was BO luminous and persuasive, that it was deservedly
recognised as a sort of authoritative manifesto of the school of
economists at that time almost entirely predominant among us:
the school which regarded the method of investigation and proof
in Political Economy as nearly confined to the direct-deductive
or ' Physical' method. The very fact, however, that Cairnes
wrote before this doctrine had been very powerfully assailed or
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•widely disputed now renders necessary a new and more com-
prehensive survey of the whole question. The New Political
Economy, the German School, the Inductive or Historical or
Empirical School, by whatsoever name it may be -known, has
taken the field in force and put our traditional opinions on the
defensive. Hence the present work was very much needed, and
it is difficult to see how it could have been better done.

Mr. Keynes's book is by no means Written in opposition to
Cairnes's. It bears indeed much the same. relation to its pre-
decessor that Prof. Marshall's Principles of Political Economy
bears to Mill's treatise: developing and enriching its ideas,
modifying and adapting them to the present state of knowledge
and research, by no means rejecting them. Its characteristics
are a fuller consciousness of the relations in which Political
Economy stands to other sciences, psychological, sociological
and physical, and to the arts or practical sciences of ethics and
politics; a stronger sense of the need of rendering it concrete,
and of bringing it home to the special circumstances of different
ages and nations; a recognition of the importance to these ends
ot historical and statistical knowledge;, and at the same time a
scientific appreciation of the assistance to be derived from mathe-
matics. In short, there is nothing one-sided about this book.
Mr. Keynes has taken account of all schools and of all good
authors, both at home and abroad, and has made a just allowance
for whatever truth there is in their several teachings, whether
they have a clear conception of their own meaning or only
blunder round about one.

It is perhaps strange that a belief should still widely prevail
that deduction and induction are opposed methods of scientific
research, but it seems to be too true. Our author, though too
polite to say so, cannot help letting it appear that some who
have expressed strong opinions upon economic method have
supposed that a record of facts is induction, or that a miscellany
of empirical laws is science (ch. ix.). The conception of Political
Economy as a merely historical science turns out upon examina-
tion to be hopelessly vague and destitute of contents. To deny
that there is any such thing as Economic Science is a bolder
position, and has the advantage of rendering any discussion of
its method superfluous.

On the other hand, those economists who have had the clearest
conceptions of scientific method have not always applied them
successfully to their own study. This was the case with Mill
and Cairnes (ch. i.), who dwelt too exclusively upon the claims of
direct deduction and verification, overlooking cases in which in
their own treatment of the science induction took the lead. The
greater part of Mill's treatment of Production is inductive (as
Prof. Sidgwick has pointed out), and even in his book on Distri-
bution the chapters on various forms of land-tenure and much of
the four chapters on wages have the same character. In fact,
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hitherto our representative writers on the method of Political
Economy, though they have themselves been amongst the most
enlightened ana instructive of our economists, do not seem to
have deliberately asked themselves, What really is our method ?
—but to have adopted too submissively the indications of general
methodology, especially as illustrated by the reasonings of
Eicardo's principal treatise. It is no wonder then if an author,
dissatisfied with their system, regarding it perhaps as too narrow
in its basis, or wanting in direct applicability to particular coun-
tries, should take them at their word as to the nature of their
method, and should thereupon attribute to the insufficiency of that
method whatever shortcomings he felt or imagined in their
system. This might easily lead to a demand for inductive as
opposed to deductive procedure, and for historical instead of
hypothetical illustrations. And an opposition once formed, its
more violent partisans would forget (if they ever knew) that in
Mill's view deductive method is matter-of-fact to the core, derives
its premisses from observation, and by observation verifies its con-
clusions, and that neither he himself nor those in agreement with
him had. any disregard for history or for contemporary experi-
ence.

Yet, as Mr. Keynes shows us, the more moderate members of
the so-called historical school, such as Eoscher and Wagner, do
not reject deduction. There is no fundamental opposition be-
tween them and Mill in reRpect of method, but merely a differ-
ence of more or less in relying upon ratiocination or upon obser-
vation. This is particularly the case if in comparing these
authorities we attend not merely to what they say about the
right procedure, but to how they proceed. He points out, there-
fore, the superficiality of contrasting an ' English' with a ' German'
school; as if Adam Smith and Malthus were not inductive enough,
as if the historical method had not distinguished adherents in
England, or as if the deductive method were foreign to Germany.
Surely nothing could be more unsuitable, more suspicious, I may
say more ludicrous, than such a use of geographical or political
epithets for scientific distinctions. It marks the fanaticism of
partisanship when patriotism or anti-patriotism is summoned to
stimulate the rage of scientific controversy. By professing ad-
herence to the ' German school' a man may indeed earn the
praise of that sort of impartiality that exults in undervaluing
one's own countrymen, who happen also to be one's nearest
rivals. But what can any disinterested spectator think of the
state of that science in which such terms are possible ? We do
not now hear of German Algebra, nor of German Chemistry (I
believe); though we do sometimes of German Metaphysics, et
cetera. Such are the epithet's associations.

As to the Historical Method, there are passages in the sixth
book of Mill's Logic T"hich deserve more study than the historical
school seems to have bestowed upon them, and which at the
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same time help one to understand how this method should have
come to be considered antagonistic to Mill's conception of Pohtical
Economy. In ch. ix., discussing the Direct, or Physical, or Con-
crete Deductive Method, he describes it as especially adapted to
the investigations of Political Economy, since the desire of
wealth has in industrial and commercial affairs such predomin-
ance over all other motives as to furnish the science with a com-
manding first principle. Starting from this the inquirer may
deduce consequences which, if verified by comparison with the
facts of history and contemporary experience, may be taken to be
laws of nature. He then proceeds in ch. x. to discuss the Inverse
Deductive or Historical Method, applicable (as he explains) to
the investigations of general sociology. In using this method
the inquirer begins by directly generalising from histqry empirical
laws, which he then seeks to verify by deducing them from the
laws of human nature. If thus deducible, the generalisations from
history bebome laws of nature, but until deduced they are merely
empirical, and do not amount to science. Now, in this chapter he
makes no mention of Pohtical Economy as likely to obtain any
assistance from the Historical Method, and thus the impression
might be left upon a reader's mind that in Mill's opinion the
Historical Method had no place in Pohtical Economy. Still
it would be absurd to suppose that Mill was such a pedant as to
object to the ascertaining of truth by any method. And, in fact,
we find that he does employ the Historical Method (as he con-
ceived of it) in his own economic investigations. His treatment
of the merits and drawbacks of Peasant Proprietorship follows
the Inverse Deductive Method. He first generalises the
economic consequences of Peasant Proprietorship from the
evidence furnished by observation; and then shows that these
consequences are such as we should expect from human beings
placed in the given circumstances. There are many other demon-
strations in which this method is naturally adopted by economists,
probably without ever thinking of the logic of the case. Gres-
hain's Law, for example, is a direct generalisation from experi-
ence, and its verification by deduction from self-interest is so
obvious that one hardly thinks of it as a process due to the re-
quirements of methodology. But the obviousness of the deduc-
tion does not render it needless, for without it Gresham's Law
would be an utterly unintelligible empiricism, and could have no
place in science. However, as Mr. Keynes shows, some of the
extreme adherents of the Historical School seem to suppose that
empirical generalisation is enough for science, and that deduction
is superfluous: but this is another way of saying that explana-
tion is superfluous. It seems to me that Mr. Keynes's chapter on
" Political Economy and Economic History" might be made more
effective by introducing into it a more explicit and formal state-
ment of the Historical Method as Mill conceived of it and as the
author plainly accepts it.
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I have not attempted to examine Mr. Keynes's book in detail,
for a reason which I believe any reader of it will acknowledge to
be a good one. The abundance of its details, its happy distinc-
tions, lucid explanations, judicious reconciliations of opposing
doctrines, comprehensive.knowledge of the controversy, masterly
command of the resources of scientific method, fertility of forcible
illustration and succinctness of statement—make selection nugatory
and a brief analysis impossible. It really seems not too much to
hope that this work may be effective in dissipating many errors
with regard to economic method, in moderating the extravagance
of contending schools, and in thereby expediting the progress of
the science.

CABVETH BEAD.

T>ie Hypnose und die damit verwandten normalen Zustdnde.
Vorlesungen gehalten an der Universitat Kopenhagen im
Herbste, 1889. Von ALFRED LEHMANN, Dr. Phil.,. Decent
der Experimentellen Psychologie. Leipzig: O. R. Reisland,
1890. Pp. viii., 194.

This book contains a psychophysical theory of hypnosis,
worked out with convincing clearness and thoroughness. The
author judiciously abstains from any attempt to explain pheno-
mena peculiar to the great hypnosis to which hysterical patients
are subject. The consideration of these complications ought, he
thinks, to be postponed until a clear insight has been obtained into
the nature of hypnotic phenomena as exhibited by normal persons.

According to Dr. Lehmann, the essential characteristic of
hypnosis consists in a peculiarly one-sided concentration of
attention. This view he shares with many other writers. The
distinctive feature of his treatment of the subject is that he
throughout regards attention from a psychophysical point of
view, as dependent on the distribution of the blood to the
various parts of the brain. "When an organ becomes active it
receives an increased supply of blood by reflex action of the
vaso-motor mechanism . . . and this change may be localised
within very narrow limits." Now the internal carotid and its
ramifications do not differ in structure from other arteries; we
may, therefore, fairly assume that the special activity of any part
of the brain produces an increased flow of blood to that part.
This process is the psychophysical counterpart of attention,
corresponding to it point for point. Without a certain degree of
attention a sensation cannot come into being. Expressed in
psychophysical language, this means that "psychical changes"
are not appreciable in consciousness unless the part of the
sensorium affected by them receives an augmented supply of
nutrition. Attention may vary greatly in degree of concentration,
because the afflux of blood on which it depends may vary within
wide limits in amount and rapidity. The full concentration of
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